
What's on my workbench?

This really isn't about the workbench, per se. Just a few comments that might turn out to 
be useful someday. Actually, the “silly” tricks that permitted me to get a large amount of 
track down with a very low expenditure of time and funds.

I would note up front, this is not intended to beat the local hobby shop out of sales. He 
only can get what the manufacturer wants him to have, even if it isn't the “right” part. The 
sales do get made at the local hobby shop, just not the specific part that he has for the 
particular application. 

A case in point: I like Atlas switches, far and away more than Shinohara. Actually, I 
have a number of Shinohara switches (Code 70) that are for sale. Not because they don't fit; 
No, it's because I simply don't like them. Code 83 and 100 aren't any better. I will not 
purchase them if there is any alternative. 

OK, so I use Atlas switches. But, like Shinohara, they have changed their OEM source. 
Atlas is no longer “true”; the straight section through the switch, isn't. Especially on the 
Code 83 switches, a Nr. 4 looks like a lop-sided wye. 36” radius to one side, 72” to the 
other. End result is that I have reverted to used Atlas Code 100 switches. Not so pretty, but 
they  are true. Sometimes, where it's important, I wire around them. Other times, just a 
tuneup on the bench before installation.

Ah, the whole key though: they are Code 100 and much of my rail is code 83. And, there 
are some other manufacturers that make odd shapes and sizes. Also in Code 100, such as 
“Peco”. Which is my preference now that Atlas uses different dies. But they have those odd 
curves....

And that's where this is headed, Code 100 to Code 83 to Code 70 to Code 55. There are 
places on my layout that use each size noted. And many places where the transition from 
larger to smaller is made from one piece of track to another.

So, whoop di do... There are transition joiners available, so the adverts say. But, where 
are they(?) And why cannot the local hobby shop keep them(?) Or, what to do when you're 
working late at night and the hobby shop is closed for a couple of days. In reality, I don't  
think that highly of  the transition joiners anyway. They have to mount “just so”, and only 
work with the one brand of track that they were designed for. 

So, my bellyaching session: rail (transition included) joiners. Which is just a small part 
of the unusual skills I have had to learn about the hobby over the years. When faced with the 
many paragraphs of explanation, I will need to generate a few drawings. But, there are also a 
few “techniques” that must be brought up, as well. 

The first, though not necessarily foremost, involves “rail nippers”. Those flush cutting 
pliers that are marketed in the hobby shops specifically for brass and N-S rail. They work 
pretty good for certain electronic applications too. But, I don't recommend their regular use 
there. It marks up the cutting edges in the long term, especially when you hit steel leads.

In use, they are recommended to cut top to bottom rather than side to side. Not so much 
the shape of the cut as where the burrs end up. Once the rail is cut, a good practice is to use 
a three-square file (3@60°) to clean up the tiny burrs left. And, they only cut “flush” on one 
side. Look at the waste end sometime. Flush it definitely isn't.

True, the nippers are advertised as cut and use. Well, it ain't so. Just like any other metal 
cutting, it's cut and then clean up, and then use. That's the simple reality of the matter. 



So, you have a piece of Code 83 rail going end to end with a piece of Code 100. Flex  
track off of a switch.... Or some such. A lower traffic or passing siding of Code 83 off of a 
Code 100 main line. We want realism, here it is. Or, an industrial spur off a main, Code 83 
to Code 70. Same scenario. Or the opposite, Code 83 up front and up to Code 100 “hi-rail”  
once it's inside the tunnel.

Now, as it happens, Code 83 H-O rail is almost indistinguishable from N scale Code 80, 
once the tie strips are broken off. In “N” scale, Code 80 is the stuff packed with “sets” and is  
the most common size (hi-rail) for that scale. And flex track add ons. They also have Code 
55 for more “to scale” users, but that is a discussion for further on.

Any rail needs to be “dressed” where it's cut, whether with rail nippers or in a miter box 
with a saw. So, why not just use regular diagonal pliers from electrical sources and cut a 
little full then clean it up? In my mind, speed is the only reason. It takes less time to make 
the clean-up if the end of the rail is already the “correct” shape. And, while you clean it up, 
just soften the corners and the “T” on the bottom and it could just as well be Code 80 “N” 
scale track.

Got those “N” scale rail joiners handy? Slide one on just as though you were joining the 
track. Solder it in place, gently of course. Then “snip” off the unconnected end (½) and 
smooth up the corners. I use my track pliers to handle rail joiners anyway. So, if it needs to 
be “forced”, the tool is already in place. Just a little more pressure....

This will serve two purposes. First off, it will be a snug fit into a Code 100 rail joiner. A 
good electrical connection. And, (and this is the key point) it adds some 12 to 14 thou to the 
bottom of the rail raising it up until it is virtually flush with the larger size. That few thou 
difference between Code 100 (0.100”) and Code 83 (0.083”), on the order of 0.017”. 
Meaning that there is very little “bump” to be smoothed off.

Sure, it does take a little longer to make up. But, there is some time saved in dressing the 
finished joint. And, when you're finished, you're finished. No going back to clean up a 
derailment  problem,  trying  to  see where it  is.  And, best of all, none of those silly  
“transition” joiners and their iffy “directional” fits. Since Code 100 and Code 80 joiners are 
such different sizes, they're in the same track laying bin. No extra pieces to keep track of. 

Now, I mentioned a couple of tools that sounded “old school”. The nippers, of course. 
And a “three square” file. There really is such a thing, and you would likely get it quicker if  
that's what you asked for. Unless you were in a retail home center, there you would just get 
a stupid look. Look next to the chainsaw tools, they're often  (mis)placed there.

It's a triangular file, tapered on the end. Your “needle” file would work but is really too 
small for track work. Especially if you have a “long taper” Swiss Pattern set. What you 
would ask for is (preferably) a “six(or eight) inch, double cut, second cut”. An 8” would 
do, it's what I use. But is a handful when doing really close work. Again, assuming the sales 
help knows what he's doing. Otherwise, look until you find one. “Smooth” would fill up too 
quickly with solder. And “Bastard” cut is much too coarse. And, might get you looked at 
funny.... And “double cut” builds up less with soft metals than a “single cut”. I have several, 
one on the layout, one on the bench, one next to the lathe, yada, yada, yada... Eight inch files 
are a common size and likely easier to find than six inch version. 

A wooden dowel, some 1/2”-3/4” makes a good handle. Drill a hole in the end and 
hammer it on. A stub from an old broom handle is ideal. And a “file card”, if you can find 
one. It looks like a short, wide wire brush that is used to clean down into the teeth of the file.  



With solder, lead, brass, aluminum, and other soft metals, a virtual (nay, vital) necessity. In 
all honesty, just how clean are your files as we speak... Oh, you do have a card. Good. 

An afterthought, too: Don't try to use the file, any file, without the handle. With the 
usually gentle strokes used with our hobby, most folks don't think about it. But, the “tang”, 
the sharp end, will gouge into your hand. Even though you grind it smooth, it'll still hurt 
when you least expect it. With power machines at hand, it matters to me a great deal.  
Personal experience speaking there. 

The only possible exception here would be needle files. Most of these, both Swiss 
Pattern and American Pattern types, are used on work so small the handle just gets in the 
way. The cheap ones I even cut the plastic handle off. Big hands again... Plus, it makes them 
easier to hang up. A file shouldn't just lay in a drawer, protect the working edges. It lasts a 
lot longer. If only a piece of heavy paper saturated with oil.

Then there's the track pliers. Most everyone is aware of the concept that's got quite a 
beard, serious whiskers that. The idea was brought to my attention in the '60s and was “old 
hat” then. 'Course, not many folks hand spike hand-laid track these days. But the tool is still  
quite useful.

If you don't have a pair, I'll describe them. Useful for any number of track laying jobs. I 
use nails in my flex track. Not track nails, just some 19 Ga steel nails that almost make it  
through the homasote. 5/8” or so long, 1/2” homasote, 1/8” tie strip, you do the math. They 
fit quite well into my track pliers. The idea is shown in the photo. I like the 6” pliers, big 
hands. Smaller hands might like smaller pliers. Below 4” though, you might want to wait  
until you get a little bigger. And that 8” electrician's version, well I do like them;  for 
electrical work. For track, I prefer something a little smaller. What fits your hand?

The cross slot is milled as close to the end as you 
can. 1/16” is OK, 1/8” is pushing useless. Unless 
you're into spiking really large scale track. 

Then the longitudinal slot that may go further than 
the cross slot but serves no practical purpose that I 
know of, that high.

The width of the cut is ideally 1/32” (0.031+) but 
any slot, even as wide as the cut-off wheel of a 
Dremel tool, will do.  I was in a hurry when I made 
my current set. With a Dremel wheel, by hand...

The size isn't that important, if they do the job well, then they're right, regardless of how 
crude they look. Like most tools used by a model engineer, a salesman would blanche at the 
appearance. And yes, I have a low regard for salesmen in general. Get over it, it's my hobby.

Now, lets go further down. From Code 83, to Code 70, and even further, Code 55 or 40. 
There are some serious craftsmen in this area. What I present above is merely how I do it. 
Certainly not the only way, nor the “best” way. Just the insights into my way. But the rail  
joiner inside another does make the step a little gentler. Much less file work... And fewer 
shims to keep track of.

Bill Hudson


